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Relative Hecke’s integral formula for an arbitrary extension
of number fields
Hohto Bekki
Abstract
In this article, we present a generalized Hecke’s integral formula for an arbitrary
extension E/F of number fields. As an application, we present relative versions
of the residue formula and Kronecker’s limit formula for the “relative” partial zeta
function of E/F . This gives a simultaneous generalization of two different known
results given by Hecke himself and Yamamoto.
1 Introduction
Let k be a number field (of finite degree), and Ok be the ring of integers of k. Let A
be an ideal class of k, and let a ∈ A . Then the partial zeta function ζk(A , s) = ζk(a, s)
associated to the ideal class A (or to the ideal a) is defined as,
ζk(A , s) :=
∑
b∈A
b⊂Ok
1
Nbs
(Re(s) > 1). (1.1)
In the case where k is real quadratic, the classical Hecke’s integral formula expresses
this partial zeta function as the integral of the real analytic Eisenstein series along the
closed geodesic on the modular curve SL2(Z)\h associated to the ideal class A , where
h := {z ∈ C | Im(z) > 0} is the Poincare´ upper half plane.
To be precise, let k be real quadratic, and fix an embedding k →֒ R. Suppose a ∈ A
is taken to be of the form a = Z + Zα ⊂ k, where α ∈ k is a real quadratic irrational.
Let α¯ be the conjugate of α over Q, and let ̟ be the geodesic on h connecting α and α¯:
̟ : R>0 → h; t 7→ αti+ α¯t
−1
ti+ t−1
. (1.2)
Then it is known that ̟ projected to SL2(Z)\h becomes periodic. More precisely, ̟
induces a closed geodesic
̟ : R>0/ε
2Z → SL2(Z)\h, (1.3)
where ε > 1 is a fundamental unit of Ok (cf. [2], [15]).
Now, let E(z, s) be the real analytic Eisenstein series defined by
E(z, s) :=
1
2
∑
(c,d)∈Z2
(c,d)=1
Im(z)s
|cz + d|2s , for z ∈ h and s ∈ C,Re(s) > 1, (1.4)
1
which is well-defined on SL2(Z)\h. Then we have the following Hecke’s integral formula.
Theorem 1.0.1 ([10]). We have∫
R>0/ε2Z
E(̟(t), s)
dt
t
=
1
2
d
s/2
k
Γ(s/2)2
Γ(s)
ζk(a
−1, s)
ζQ(2s)
, (1.5)
where dk is the discriminant of k.
Many authors including Hecke himself have studied generalizations of this formula.
Hecke [10] generalizes the formula to the case of an arbitrary number field, and Hiroe-
Oda [11] extend Hecke’s result to L-functions twisted by Grossencharacters. Another
generalization is obtained by Yamamoto [18], who generalizes the formula to the case of
an arbitrary quadratic extension E/F of number fields. In the following we refer to any
generalization of Theorem 1.0.1 as Hecke’s integral formula.
In a previous paper [2], motivated by the analogy between the above periodicity of
the geodesic ̟ and the classical Lagrange’s theorem in the theory of continued fractions,
we have considered generalization of closed geodesics in the symmetric space for GLn.
As a result, we have established some new geodesic multi-dimensional continued fraction
algorithms, and have proved generalizations of Lagrange’s theorem. In this paper, using
the same idea as in [2], we present Hecke’s integral formula for an arbitrary extension
E/F of number fields (Theorem 3.3.3). Hecke’s result corresponds to the case where
F = Q, and Yamamoto’s result corresponds to the case where [E : F ] = 2. In our argu-
ment, we are naturally led to introduce a “relative” partial zeta function ζE/F,A (A, s)
(A ∈ ClF , A ∈ ClE) (Definition 3.3.2), which gives a “decomposition of the partial zeta
function ζE(A, s) along ClF”:
ζE(A, s) =
∑
A ∈ClF
ζE/F,A (A, s). (1.6)
As an application of our Hecke’s integral formula, we obtain the residue formula and
Kronecker’s limit formula for this relative partial zeta function ζE/F,A (A, s), that is,
formulas for the residue and the constant term of ζE/F,A (A, s) at s = 1 (Theorem 5.3.1).
The author thinks it is interesting that both the special value of ζE(A, s) at s = 1 and
the special value of ζF (A
−1, s) at s = n appear simultaneously in the residue formula
(5.13) of the relative partial zeta function ζE/F,A (A, s). As far as the author is aware,
such a phenomenon has not been observed in the previous works.
There are also many preceding works on Kronecker’s limit formula for the zeta func-
tions of number fields. Hecke remarks in [10] that one can deduce Kronecker’s limit for-
mula for general number fields from the result of Epstein [7, p. 644]. Liu and Masri [14]
use this formula for totally real fields to obtain an analogue of Kronecker’s solution of
Pell’s equation. Bump and Goldfeld [5] give a different proof in the case of totally real
cubic fields. The case of relative quadratic extensions of number fields is obtained by
Yamamoto [18], and our result generalizes all of these results.
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Outline of this paper In Section 2, we set up generalizations of the Poincare´ upper
half plane h, the above geodesic ̟ on h, and the real analytic Eisenstein series E(z, s).
We use the symmetric space for ResF/QGLn as a generalization of h where F is a
number field (cf. Borel [3]), and define a certain totally geodesic submanifold called the
Heegner object in the symmetric space which plays a part of the above geodesic ̟. Then
we consider the Eisenstein series for ResF/QGLn following the general construction of
Langlands [13]. In Section 3, we prove our first main theorem: Theorem 3.3.3.
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to prove the residue formula and Kronecker’s limit
formula for the relative partial zeta function ζE/F,A (A, s). In Section 4, we compute
the Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series as a preparation. In Section 5, we first
prove the residue formula and Kronecker’s limit formula for the Eisenstein series using
the Fourier expansion. Then using Theorem 3.3.3, we obtain our second main theorem:
Theorem 5.3.1.
Some remarks on Eisenstein series In this paper, we construct Eisenstein series by
generalizing the argument of Goldfeld [8]. This construction fits into the general theory
of Eisenstein series established by Langlands [13]. Therefore some of the results in this
paper concerning the Eisenstein series (e.g., the convergence, analytic continuation, and
some part of Fourier coefficients) might be obtained directly from the general theory.
However, as far as the author is aware, our Eisenstein series EL,A (z, s) (A ∈ ClF )
(Definition 2.2.7) has not been studied well, while the sum EL(z, s) =
∑
A ∈ClF
EL,A (z, s)
is a generalization of those traditional Eisenstein series studied by Asai [1], Jorgenson-
Lang [12], Yoshida [19], and Yamamoto [18] in the case where n = 2. In Sections 4
and 5, we give an explicit Fourier expansion formula, residue formula, and Kronecker’s
limit formula for our Eisenstein series EL,A (z, s), which gives a generalization of the
corresponding results proved in [1], [12], [18] and [14].
1.1 Convention
Let Λ be any index set, and let {Xλ}λ∈Λ be any family of sets indexed by Λ. For
x ∈∏λ∈ΛXλ, we often denote by xλ ∈ Xλ the λ-component of x without specifying.
In this paper, a number field is always assumed to be of finite degree over the field Q
of rational numbers. For a number field k, we denote by Sk the set of archimedean places
of k. For σ ∈ Sk, we denote by kσ the completion of k at σ, and denote by nσ := [kσ : R]
the local extension degree. We also denote by σ : k →֒ kσ the completion map. We
denote by k∞ := k ⊗Q R the infinite adele of k. Then we have k∞ ≃
∏
σ∈Sk
kσ. The
number of archimedean (resp. real, complex) places is denoted by rk (resp. r1(k), r2(k)).
As usual, we denote by Ok the ring of integers, O×k its group of units, Clk the ideal class
group, and hk the class number. We denote by dk ∈ Z the absolute discriminant and by
dk the different ideal. For a fractional Ok-ideal a ⊂ k, we denote by [a] ∈ Clk the ideal
class of a.
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We equip C (resp. Cn) with the following normalized absolute value | | (resp. || ||),
| | : C→ R≥0; x+ iy 7→ (x2 + y2)1/2 (x, y ∈ R), (1.7)
|| || : Cn → R≥0; (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (|x1|2 + · · ·+ |xn|2)1/2. (1.8)
For σ ∈ Sk, let us choose an embedding kσ →֒ C. Then the above absolute value induces
an absolute value | | (resp. || ||) on kσ (resp. knσ). This is clearly independent of the
chosen embedding. For r ≥ 1, we define the pairing 〈 , 〉 : kr∞ × kr∞ → R by
〈(x1, . . . , xr), (y1, . . . , yr)〉 :=
r∑
i=1
Trk/Q(xiyi), (xi, yi ∈ k∞). (1.9)
Here Trk/Q : k∞ → R is the field trace map naturally extended to k∞.
Suppose now k′/k is an extension of number fields. For σ ∈ Sk, we denote by Sk′,σ
the set of places of k′ above σ. Then for σ ∈ Sk and τ ∈ Sk′,σ, we fix an embedding
kσ ⊂ k′τ , and denote by nτ |σ := [k′τ : kσ ] the degree of the local filed extension.
In the following, we basically fix an extension E/F of number fields in our argument.
However, when we introduce general notation, we use k or k′/k to represent an arbitrary
number field or extension of number fields.
2 Generalized upper half space over F
In order to generalize closed geodesics on the modular curve SL2(Z)\h, first observe that
the geodesic ̟ (in Section 1) on h connecting conjugate real quadratic irrationals α and
α¯ is obtained by the left translation of the imaginary axis I := iR>0 ⊂ h by the matrix
W =
(
α α¯
1 1
)
∈ GL2(R). See Figure 1 below.
̟ = WI
αα¯
α¯
h
α¯
h
W =
(
α α¯
1 1
)
!
0
∞
i∞
WI   
Γ = SL2(Z) !
!
Figure 1: The geodesic ̟
In the following, we generalize each of these objects h, W , I, ̟, and SL2(Z).
Let F be a number field of degree d. We fix an embedding Fσ ⊂ C for each σ ∈
SF . Let us consider an algebraic group G := ResF/QGLn, where ResF/Q is the Weil
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restriction. Then we take a standard maximal compact subgroup K =
∏
σ∈SF
Kσ of
G(R) ≃∏σ∈SF GLn(Fσ) as follows:
Kσ := O(n) ⊂ GLn(Fσ) = GLn(R), if σ is real, (2.1)
Kσ := U(n) ⊂ GLn(Fσ) = GLn(C), if σ is complex. (2.2)
Definition 2.0.1 (Generalized upper half space over F , Cf. [3], [8]). Set
hnσ := GLn(Fσ)/F
×
σ Kσ , for σ ∈ SF . (2.3)
Then we define the generalized upper half space for G to be the symmetric space
hnF := G(R)/F
×
∞K ≃
∏
σ∈SF
hnσ. (2.4)
In the following, for g ∈ G(R) = ∏σ∈SF GLn(Fσ), we always denote by gσ the σ-
component of g, and denote by [g] ∈ hnF the class represented by g.
Remark . In the case where F = Q, n = 2, we have an isometry h2Q
∼→ h; [g] 7→ gi, where
the action of g on i ∈ h is the usual linear fractional transformation.
2.1 Heegner objects
In this section, we define a certain totally geodesic submanifold of hnF called the Heegner
object. We closely follow the construction in [2, Section 2], but have slightly modified
the argument in order to deal with the ideal class group of F .
Let F be the same as above, and let E/F be a field extension of degree n. For
σ ∈ SF and τ ∈ SE,σ, we fix an embedding Eτ ⊂ C so that Fσ ⊂ Eτ ⊂ C. Let us fix
a basis w1, . . . , wn ∈ E of E over F . Set w := t(w1 · · ·wn) ∈ En. First, we define two
isomorphisms E∞ ≃ Fn∞ of F∞-modules using local and global data on E∞.
local: For σ ∈ SF and τ ∈ SE,σ, we fix an isomorphism Eτ ≃ Fnτ |σσ of Fσ-vector
spaces as follows: If nτ |σ = 1, then simplyEτ = Fσ. Otherwise, σ is real and τ is complex,
and nτ |σ = 2. Therefore using C ≃ R2;x + iy 7→ (y, x), we obtain Eτ = C ≃ R2 = F 2σ .
This induces
Eσ := E ⊗F Fσ ≃
∏
τ |σ
Eτ ≃
∏
τ |σ
F
nτ |σ
σ ≃ Fnσ , (2.5)
and by taking the product over σ ∈ SF , we get
ι : E∞
∼→ Fn∞. (2.6)
global: Since w1, . . . , wn is a basis of E over F , we have an isomorphism w : F
n ∼→
E;x 7→ x · w, of F -vector spaces. Here we regard x as a row vector, and x · w is the
scalar product. Thus by tensoring R over Q, we obtain
w : Fn∞
∼→ E∞. (2.7)
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Then we define W ∈ G(R) so that W = ι ◦ w in End(Fn∞), that is,
ι ◦ w : Fn∞ ∼→ E∞ ∼→ Fn∞; x 7→ xW. (2.8)
Next, we generalize I. For a number field k, we set Tk :=
∏
σ∈Sk
R>0. Then Tk acts
naturally on k∞ ≃
∏
σ∈Sk
kσ by the component-wise multiplication. For an extension
k′/k of number fields, the field norm map Nk′/k : k
′ → k induces a homomorphism,
Nk′/k : Tk′ → Tk; (tτ )τ∈Sk′ 7→
(∏
τ |σ
t
nτ |σ
τ
)
σ∈Sk
. (2.9)
We denote by Tk′/k := ker(Tk′
Nk′/k→ Tk) the kernel of this norm homomorphism.
Then the action of TE/F on F
n
∞ via E∞
ι≃ Fn∞, which is clearly as F∞-module,
induces a group homomorphism
I = IE/F : TE/F → G(R) = GLn(F∞). (2.10)
Definition 2.1.1 (Cf. [2]). We define the Heegner object associated to the basis w of
E over F by
̟ = ̟w : TE/F → hnF ; t 7→ [WI(t)], (2.11)
where [WI(t)] denotes the class of WI(t) in hnF as remarked before.
Remark . If F = Q and E is imaginary quadratic, then the image of ̟w is just a Heegner
point on h = h2Q.
Arithmetic subgroup and periodicity We define an arithmetic subgroup Γ of G(R)
and discuss the periodicity of the Heegner object ̟ with respect to Γ.
Let L ⊂ Fn be an OF -lattice, that is, an OF -submodule such that L⊗OF F = Fn.
Consider the natural right action of SLn(F ) on the space F
n of row vectors. Define
ΓL := StabSLn(F )(L) = {γ ∈ SLn(F ) | Lγ = L}, (2.12)
where “Stab” is the stabilizer subgroup. Then ΓL acts properly discontinuously on h
n
F
from the left.
Now let A ⊂ E be a fractional OE-ideal. We take L ⊂ Fn so that L corresponds to
A under the isomorphism (2.7) (i.e., w : L
∼→ A), and set
Γ = ΓA := ΓL. (2.13)
For a number field k, we denote by Uk the image of the unit group O×k under the
following “multiplicative” regulator map:
reg×k : O×k → Tk; u 7→ (|σ(u)|)σ∈Sk . (2.14)
Then, by Dirichlet’s unit theorem, Uk is a lattice in Tk/Q ⊂ Tk, that is, a discrete
cocompact subgroup of Tk/Q.
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Now, for an extension k′/k of number fields, let O×k′/k := ker(O×k′
Nk′/k→ O×k ) be the
relative unit group of k′/k. We denote by Uk′/k the image of O×k′/k under the following
relative regulator map reg×k′/k:
reg×k′/k := reg
×
k′ |O×
k′/k
: O×k′/k → Tk′/k, (2.15)
which is just the restriction of reg×k′ . Then we easily see that Uk′/k is a lattice in Tk′/k.
Let E/F be as before, and let π : hnF → Γ\hnF be the natural projection.
Proposition 2.1.2. The map TE/F
̟→ hnF
π→ Γ\hnF factors through
̟ : TE/F/UE/F → Γ\hnF . (2.16)
In order to prove this proposition, we prepare a lemma. Let
̺w : E
× → AutF (E) ≃ GLn(F ) ⊂ G(R) (2.17)
be the regular representation of E over F with respect to the basis w of E over F , that
is, for any row vector x ∈ Fn, we have x̺w(α)w = αxw in E.
Lemma 2.1.3. For u ∈ O×E/F , we have W−1̺w(u)W ≡ I(reg×E/F (u)) mod K.
Proof. Set g := W−1̺w(u)W and ρ := reg
×
E/F (u). By the definition of W and ̺w, the
left hand side g =W−1̺w(u)W represents the multiplication by u on E∞ via E∞
ι≃ Fn∞.
Now, for τ ∈ SE , the multiplication by τ(u) on Eτ ⊂ C decomposes into the scaling by
|τ(u)| and a rotation. Therefore g decomposes as g = I(ρ)R for some R ∈ K.
Proof of Proposition 2.1.2. Let ρ ∈ UE/F . We have to show that there exists γ ∈ Γ such
that ̟(ρt) = γ̟(t) holds for all t ∈ TE/F . Take any u ∈ O×E/F such that reg×E/F (u) = ρ.
Let γ := ̺w(u). Since NE/F (u) = 1 and the multiplication by u preserves the ideal A, we
have γ ∈ Γ. Then, by Lemma 2.1.3, we obtain ̟(ρt) = [WI(ρt)] = [γWI(t)] = γ̟(t)
for all t ∈ TE/F .
2.2 Langlands Eisenstein series for ResF/QGLn
In this section, we set up basic definitions of Eisenstein series on hnF . We apply the general
construction of the so-called Langlands Eisenstein series to our case G = ResF/QGLn.
We basically follow the argument in Goldfeld [8]. However, since [8] deals only with the
case where F = Q, we need some additional consideration.
In order to define the Langalnds Eisenstein series, we have to choose a parabolic
subgroup of ΓL. Let us denote by a →֒ L a data consisting of
– L ⊂ Fn, an OF -latiice (not necessarily defined from the fractional ideal A ⊂ E),
– a ⊂ F , a fractional OF -ideal such that 1 ∈ a (we call such a an anti-integral ideal),
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– a →֒ L, a split injective OF -homomorphism, that is, the exact sequence 0→ a →֒ L→
L/ae→ 0 splits, where we denote by e ∈ L the image of 1 ∈ a.
In the following, we refer to such a data a →֒ L a parabolic data. Set Γ := ΓL (cf. (2.12)).
Then we define the parabolic subgroup Pa→֒L associated to the data a →֒ L; 1 7→ e as
P = Pa→֒L := StabΓL(a →֒ L) = {γ ∈ ΓL | aeγ = ae in L}. (2.18)
Next, we define a certain left P -invariant function on hnF .
Definition 2.2.1. We define a function Det = Deta→֒L : h
n
F → R≥0 by
Det([g]) :=
∏
σ∈SF
|det gσ|nσ
||egσ ||nnσ , for g = (gσ)σ ∈ G(R), (2.19)
where || || is the normalized absolute value defined as (1.8). Here by an abuse of notation,
we denote also by e the image of e ∈ L ⊂ Fn under the completion map σ : Fn →֒ Fnσ ,
and egσ is an element of F
n
σ . It is clear that this function is well-defined on h
n
F .
Lemma 2.2.2. The function Det(z) is left P -invariant, that is, Det(γz) = Det(z) for
all z ∈ hnF and γ ∈ P .
Proof. Since γ ∈ ΓL, we have det γ = 1. Now, since γ ∈ P preserves ae ⊂ L, γ acts
on e by the multiplication by some u ∈ O×F . Then,
∏
σ ||eγgσ ||nσ =
∏
σ ||uegσ ||nσ =∏
σ |σ(u)|nσ ||egσ ||nσ =
∏
σ ||egσ ||nσ . This shows the lemma.
Definition 2.2.3. We define the Eisenstein series associated to the data a →֒ L as
Ea→֒L(z, s) :=
∑
γ∈P\Γ
Det(γz)s, for z ∈ hnF and s ∈ C, Re(s) > 1. (2.20)
We prove the absolute convergence of Ea→֒L(z, s) in Section 3.2.
More explicit form In order to study Ea→֒L(z, s), we rewrite the sum more explicitly.
For an OF -lattice L ⊂ Fn and a fractional OF -ideal a ⊂ F , we define
La := {x ∈ L− {0} | Fx ∩ L = ax} (2.21)
= {x ∈ L | a→ L; α 7→ αx, is a split injective OF -homomorphism}. (2.22)
Lemma 2.2.4. (1) We have a decomposition L−{0} = ∐
a:anti-int.
La, where the union is
taken over the anti-integral ideals.
(2) For a parabolic data a →֒ L; 1 7→ e, we have the following bijection:
Pa→֒L\ΓL ∼−→ O×F \La; γ 7→ eγ. (2.23)
We need the following structure theorem for finitely generated projective modules
over Dedekind domains. See [4, Chapter 7, §4, Proposition 24] for example.
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Proposition 2.2.5. Let A be a Dedekind domain. Then any non-zero finitely generated
projective module M over A is isomorphic to Ar−1⊕a for some r ∈ Z≥1 and a fractional
A-ideal a. Moreover r and the ideal class of a in this presentation are unique.
Proof of Lemma 2.2.4. (1) is clear. To see (2), it suffices to show that the right (matrix)
action of ΓL on O×F \La is transitive. Take any x ∈ La. Then by (2.22), there exist
isomorphisms ϕ1 : a ⊕ L/ae ∼→ L which sends (1, 0) to e, and ϕ2 : a ⊕ L/ax ∼→ L which
sends (1, 0) to x. Then by Proposition 2.2.5, we see that there exists an OF -isomorphism
ϕ : L/ae
∼→ L/ax. Then for any u ∈ O×F , we obtain an automorphism
L
ϕ−11
∼−→ a⊕ L/ae
×u⊕ϕ
∼−→ a⊕ L/ax
ϕ2
∼−→ L (2.24)
of L which sends e to x. This extends to γ ∈ GLn(F ) such that det γ ∈ O×F . By replacing
u with u(det γ)−1, we obtain γ ∈ ΓL such that eγ ≡ x mod O×F .
Corollary 2.2.6. We can rewrite the sum (2.20) as
Ea→֒L([g], s) =
∑
x∈O×F \La
∏
σ∈SF
|det gσ|nσs
||xgσ||nnσs , for g ∈ G(R). (2.25)
In particular, Ea→֒L(z, s) depends only on the lattice L and the anti-integral ideal a.
We define some variants of Ea→֒L(z, s).
Definition 2.2.7. Using the expression (2.25), for A ∈ ClF , we define
EL,A (z, s) :=
∑
a∈A
a:anti-int.
Ea→֒L(z, s), (2.26)
where the sum is taken over the anti-integral ideals in A , and define
EL(z, s) :=
∑
A ∈ClF
EL,A (z, s) =
∑
x∈O×F \L−{0}
∏
σ∈SF
|det gσ |nσs
||xgσ||nnσs . (2.27)
Here the last equality follows from Lemma 2.2.4 (1) and Corollary 2.2.6.
Example 2.2.8. In the case where F = Q, n = 2, L = Z ⊕ Z, and a = Z, we have
La = {(c, d) ∈ Z2 | (c, d) = 1}, and EZ→֒Z2(z, s) is nothing but the usual real analytic
Eisenstein series (1.4).
3 Hecke’s integral formula
In this section, we first show the convergence of Eisenstein series defined in Section 2.2.
Then we prove the relative Hecke’s integral formula for E/F .
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3.1 Haar measures
First, we fix the normalization of the Haar measures. Let k be an arbitrary number
field. For σ ∈ Sk, we normalize the Haar measure dxσ (resp. d×tσ) on kσ (resp. R>0) as
dxσ = dx, d
×tσ = dt/t, if σ is real, (3.1)
dxσ = idxdx¯, d
×tσ = dt
2/t2, if σ is complex. (3.2)
Then we define the Haar measure dxk (resp. d
×tk) on k∞ (resp. Tk) to be the product
measure dxk :=
∏
σ∈Sk
dxσ (resp. d
×tk :=
∏
σ∈Sk
d×tσ).
Now, let k′/k be an arbitrary extension of number fields. We normalize the Haar
measure d×tk′/k on Tk′/k so that the induced Haar measure on the quotient group Tk ≃
Tk′/Tk′/k coincides with d
×tk, that is, for any integrable function φ on Tk′ , we have∫
Tk′
φ d×tk′ =
∫
Tk
( ∫
Tk′/k
φ d×tk′/k
)
d×tk. (3.3)
Next, we fix the notion of the relative gamma factor for k′/k.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let r be a positive integer, and let also n1, . . . , nr be positive integers.
Set T := {t = (ti)i ∈ Rr>0 |
∏r
i=1 t
ni = 1}. Take any i0 ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and let
pi0 : Rr>0 → Rr−1>0 : (ti)1≤i≤r 7→ (ti)1≤i≤r,i 6=i0 (3.4)
be the natural projection, which induces an isomorphism pi0 : T
∼→ Rr−1>0 . We define the
Haar measure d×t on T to be the pull-back measure d×t := (pi0)∗
∏
i 6=i0
dtni/tni .
(1) For any integrable function φ on Rr>0, the measure d
×t satisfies
∫
Rr>0
φ(t)
r∏
i=1
dtnii
tnii
=
∫
u=t
n1
1 ···t
nr
r ∈R>0
( ∫
T
φ(t) d×t
)du
u
. (3.5)
In particular, the Haar measure d×t is independent of the choice of i0.
(2) Set n :=
∑r
i=1 ni, and let Γ(s) be the gamma function. Then
nΓ(ns)
∫
T
1
(t1 + · · ·+ tr)ns d
×t =
r∏
i=1
niΓ(nis). (3.6)
Proof. This can be proved by a straightforward computation, and we omit the proof.
Let k′/k be an arbitrary extension of number fields of degree n. We define the relative
gamma factor Γk′/k(s) (s ∈ C,Re(s) > 1) as
Γk′/k(s) :=
∫
Tk′/k
∏
σ∈Sk
1
(
∑
τ∈Sk′,σ
t2τ )
nnσs/2
d×tk′/k. (3.7)
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Lemma 3.1.2. We have
Γk′/k(s) =
∏
τ∈Sk′
nτ
2 Γ(
nτ s
2 )∏
σ∈Sk
nnσ
2 Γ(
nnσs
2 )
, for Re(s) > 1. (3.8)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1.1.
Let again k (resp. k′/k) be a number field (resp. an extension of number fields).
We define the regulator Rk (resp. relative regulator Rk′/k) to be the volume of Tk/Q/Uk
(resp. Tk′/k/Uk′/k) with respect to the Haar measure d
×tk/Q (resp. d
×tk′/k). We define
µk (resp. µk′/k) to be the subgroup of torsion elements in O×k (resp. O×k′/k), and set
wk := #µk (resp. wk′/k := #µk′/k).
Lemma 3.1.3. Let k′/k be an extension of number fileds. Then we have
Rk′/k =
[Uk′ : UkUk′/k]
[k′ : k]rk−1
Rk′
Rk
. (3.9)
Proof. This follows easily from the exact sequence 1→ Uk′/k → UkUk′/k → Nk′/kUk → 1.
See also [6, Theorem 1], although their definition of the relative regulator is slightly
different from ours.
3.2 The convergence of Eisenstein series
Now we prove the convergence of Eisenstein series defined in Section 2.2. Let F be the
same as in Section 2. Note that we can identify TF/Q as a subgroup of G(R) = GLn(F∞)
lying in the center F×∞ ⊂ GLn(F∞).
Lemma 3.2.1. The infinite series
E([g], s) :=
∑
x∈L−{0}
1
(
∑
σ∈SF
||xgσ||2)dns/2
, (3.10)
converges absolutely and compactly for Re(s) > 1 and g = (gσ)σ ∈ G(R). Moreover, for
any g ∈ G(R) and ρ ∈ UF , we have EL([gρ], s) = EL([g], s).
Proof. This is the well-known convergence of the Epstein zeta function. See [17, p.47]
for example.
Proposition 3.2.2. We have∫
TF/Q/UF
E([gt], s)d×tF/Q =
wFΓF/Q(ns)∏
σ∈SF
|det gσ |nσsEL(z, s), (3.11)
for Re(s) > 1 and g = (gσ)σ ∈ G(R). In particular, EL(z, s) converges absolutely and
compactly for Re(s) > 1 and g = (gσ)σ ∈ G(R).
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Proof. We see this by the classical argument as follows.
LHS =
∫
TF/Q/UF
∑
x∈L−{0}
1
(
∑
σ∈SF
||xgσ ||2t2σ)dns/2
d×tF/Q (3.12)
= wF
∫
TF/Q
∑
x∈O×F \L−{0}
1
(
∑
σ∈SF
||xgσ ||2t2σ)dns/2
d×tF/Q (3.13)
= wF
∑
x∈O×F \L−{0}
∫
TF/Q
1
(
∑
σ∈SF
||xgσ ||2t2σ)dns/2
d×tF/Q. (3.14)
Now, since ρ :=
(
||xgσ||
∏
σ′∈SF
||xgσ′||
nσ′/d
)
σ
∈ TF/Q, the Haar measure d×tF/Q is invariant
under the change of variables t 7→ ρ−1t. Then we have
LHS = wF
∑
x∈O×F \L−{0}
1∏
σ′∈SF
||xgσ′ ||nnσ′s
∫
TF/Q
1
(
∑
σ∈SF
t2σ)
dns/2
d×tF/Q. (3.15)
The proposition now follows from (3.7).
Proposition 3.2.3. Let a →֒ L be a parabolic data, and let A ∈ ClF .
(1) Both Ea→֒L(z, s) (Definition 2.2.3, Corollary 2.2.6) and EL,A (z, s) (Definition 2.2.7)
converge absolutely and compactly for Re(s) > 1 and z ∈ hnF .
(2) The Eisenstein series Ea→֒L(z, s) is an automorphic function on h
n
F with respect to
ΓL, that is, we have
Ea→֒L(γz, s) = Ea→֒L(z, s), for all γ ∈ ΓL. (3.16)
(3) We have
EL,[a](z, s) =
ζF (a
−1, ns)
(Na)ns
Ea→֒L(z, s). (3.17)
Proof. (1) follows directly from Proposition 3.2.2, and (2) follows directly from the
definition of Ea→֒L(z, s) (Definition 2.2.3). To prove (3), it suffices to see
Eαa→֒L(z, s) = |NF/Q(α)|nsEa→֒L(z, s), for α ∈ F×. (3.18)
This follows from the identity Lαa =
1
αLa and Corollary 2.2.6.
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3.3 Relative Hecke’s integral formula for E/F
Now we prove our first main theorem. Let the notations be the same as in Section
2.1. That is, E/F is an extension of number fields of degree n, ̟ is the Heegner
object associated to a basis w of E over F , L ⊂ Fn is the OF -lattice corresponding
to a fractional OE-ideal A with respect to the basis w, and Γ = ΓL is the arithmetic
subgroup of SLn(F ) associated to L. Let a be an anti-integral OF -ideal and let a →֒ L
be a parabolic data. We consider the Eisenstein series Ea→֒L(z, s) associated to this
data. In this section, we assume Re(s) > 1.
Theorem 3.3.1. Put ∆w := NF/Q(dw), where dw := (detW )
2 ∈ F is the “discriminant”
of the basis w. Then we have∫
TE/F /UE/F
Ea→֒L(̟(t), s)d
×tE/F
= |∆w|
s
2RE/F
wER
−1
E ΓE/Q(s)
wFR
−1
F ΓF/Q(ns)
∑
x∈O×E\Aa
1
|NE/Q(x)|s
, (3.19)
for Re(s) > 1, where Aa is the image of La under the isomorphism w (2.7), or equiva-
lently, the subset of A defined in the same way as (2.22).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2.2. Let W = (Wσ)σ ∈ G(R), and
I(t) = (I(t)σ)σ ∈ G(R) (t ∈ TE/F ) be as in Section 2.1 so that ̟(t) = [WI(t)]. Let us
fix a maximal torsion free subgroup U˜E (resp. U˜F , U˜E/F ) of O×E (resp. O×F , O×E/F ) so
that U˜F , U˜E/F ⊂ U˜E. Note that we have reg×E/F : U˜E/F
∼→ UE/F , etc. Using Corollary
2.2.6, we obtain
LHS =
1
wF
∫
TE/F /UE/F
∑
x∈U˜F \La
∏
σ
|detWσ|nσs
||xWσI(t)σ ||nnσs d
×tE/F (3.20)
=
1
wF
∫
TE/F /UE/F
∑
u∈U˜E/F
∑
x∈U˜F U˜E/F \La
∏
σ
|detWσ|nσs
||x̺w(u)WσI(t)σ ||nnσs d
×tE/F (3.21)
=
1
wF
∫
TE/F /UE/F
∑
u∈UE/F
∑
x∈U˜F U˜E/F \La
∏
σ
|detWσ|nσs
||xWσI(ut)σ||nnσs d
×tE/F (3.22)
=
1
wF
∫
TE/F
∑
x∈U˜F U˜E/F \La
∏
σ
|detWσ|nσs
||xWσI(t)σ||nnσs d
×tE/F (3.23)
Here, the action of U˜E/F on La is defined by the regular representation ̺w, and the
equality (3.22) follows from Lemma 2.1.3. By putting z = xw, we obtain
LHS =
|∆w| s2
wF
∑
z∈U˜F U˜E/F \Aa
∫
TE/F
∏
σ
1
(
∑
τ∈SE,σ
|τ(z)|2t2τ )nnσs/2
d×tE/F (3.24)
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Now, since ρ :=
(
|τ(z)|∏τ ′∈SE,στ |τ ′(z)|−nτ ′/nnστ )τ ∈ TE/F , where στ is the place of F
below τ , the Haar measure d×tE/F is invariant under the change of variables t 7→ ρ−1t.
Therefore, we have
LHS =
|∆w| s2
wF
∑
z∈U˜F U˜E/F \Aa
1
|NE/Q(z)|s
∫
TE/F
∏
σ
1
(
∑
τ∈SE,σ
t2τ )
nnσs/2
d×tE/F (3.25)
= |∆w|
s
2 [UE : UFUE/F ]ΓE/F (s)
wE
wF
∑
z∈O×E\Aa
1
|NE/Q(z)|s
(3.26)
Now the theorem follows from Lemma 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.3.
Definition 3.3.2. Let A be the same as above. For A ∈ ClF , we define the partial zeta
function ζE/F,A (A
−1, s) associated to A−1 relative to A as
ζE/F,A (A
−1, s) := N(A)s
∑
a∈A
anti-int.
∑
x∈O×E\Aa
1
|NE/Q(x)|s
, (3.27)
where N(A) is the absolute norm of the fractional OE-ideal A.
Now, using Proposition 3.2.3 (3), we can rewrite Theorem 3.3.1 as follows.
Theorem 3.3.3 (Relative Hecke’s integral formula).
Let [a] ∈ ClF be the ideal class of a. Put
cE/F (s) := RE/F
wER
−1
E ΓE/Q(s)
wFR
−1
F ΓF/Q(ns)
. (3.28)
Then we obtain∫
TE/F /UE/F
Ea→֒L(̟(t), s)d
×tE/F = |∆w|
s
2 cE/F (s)
N(A)−s
N(a)−ns
ζE/F,[a](A
−1, s)
ζF (a−1, ns)
. (3.29)
Corollary 3.3.4. Taking the sum over the anti-integral ideals a, we obtain∫
TE/F /UE/F
EL(̟(t), s)d
×tE/F = |∆w|
s
2 cE/F (s)N(A)
−sζE(A
−1, s). (3.30)
Remark . In the case where F = Q or n = 2, Corollary 3.3.4 gives the results of
Hecke [10, p. 370] and Yamamoto [18, Theorem 3.1.2] respectively. It should be also
remarked that in the case where F is imaginary quadratic and n = 2, or F = Q and E
is totally real, Harder [9] and Sczech [16] respectively obtain results which can be seen
as a “cohomological interpretation” of this theorem, and deduce the rationality of the
special values of zeta functions.
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4 The Fourier expansion of Eisenstein series
In this preliminary section, we present a kind of the Fourier expansion formula of the
Eisenstein series EL,[a](z, s) for Re(s) > 1. This shows the analytic continuation of the
Eisenstein series, and enables us to compute its residue and the constant term at s = 1.
As remarked in Section 1, the Fourier coefficients (Theorem 4.2.1) may be obtained from
the more general theory. However here we present an explicit formula in terms of ideal
classes of F , and give a proof in a self-contained way.
4.1 Setting
Let F/Q be a number field of degree d, and let a →֒ L be as before. For another OF -
lattice L′ ⊂ Fn which is isomorphic to L, let γ ∈ GLn(F ) be a matrix such that Lγ = L′.
Let us consider the parabolic data a →֒ L γ→ L′. Then we easily see that
Ea→֒L(z, s) = |NF/Q(det γ)|sEa→֒L′(γ−1z, s). (4.1)
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2.5 any OF -lattice L ⊂ Fn is isomorphic to the
lattice of the form a1⊕ · · · ⊕ an ⊂ Fn for some anti-integral ideals ai ⊂ F (i = 1, . . . , n).
Therefore, in this section we assume L = a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an ⊂ Fn. We also assume n ≥ 2.
Let an
in→֒ L be the n-th inclusion, which is another parabolic data. We consider the
Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein series EL,[a](z, s) at the “cusp” corresponding to the
parabolic subgroup Pan →֒L = StabΓL(an →֒ L) associated to the data an →֒ L. Let
N :=




ξ1
I
...
ξn−1
0 · · · 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ξi ∈ a
−1
i an

 ⊂ N(R) :=




ξ1
I
...
ξn−1
0 · · · 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ξi ∈ F∞


(4.2)
be the nilpotent radical of Pan →֒L, and its canonical lifting into G(R). In the following,
we identify N(R) with Fn−1∞ via the isomorphism
Fn−1∞
∼→ N(R); (ξ1, . . . , ξn−1) 7→


ξ1
I
...
ξn−1
0 · · · 0 1

, (4.3)
which clearly induces an isomorphism a−11 an ⊕ · · · ⊕ a−1n−1an ∼→ N . We also identify N
with the OF -lattice a−11 an⊕· · ·⊕a−1n−1an in Fn−1∞ via this isomorphism. We denote by dξ
the Haar measure on N(R) ≃ Fn−1∞ which is the product measure of dxF on F∞ defined
in Section 3.1. We denote by
N∨ := {y ∈ Fn−1∞ | 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z, ∀x ∈ N} = a1a−1n d−1F ⊕ · · · ⊕ an−1a−1n d−1F (4.4)
the dual lattice of N with respect to the pairing 〈 , 〉 : Fn−1∞ × Fn−1∞ → R.
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Definition 4.1.1 (Fourier coefficients). For ∗ ∈ {a →֒ L, (L, [a])} and ν ∈ N∨, we define
the ν-th Fourier coefficient of E∗(z, s) as
I∗,ν(z, s) :=
1
vol(N\N(R))
∫
N\N(R)
E∗(ξz, s)e
−2πi〈ν,ξ〉dξ. (4.5)
Then, by the general theory of the Fourier expansion, we have
E∗(z, s) =
∑
ν∈N∨
I∗,ν(z, s). (4.6)
Iwasawa normal form In order to state the Fourier expansion formula explicitly, for
z ∈ hnF , we always take a representative g ∈ G(R) = GLn(F∞) of z (i.e., z = [g]) of the
following form called the Iwasawa normal form: g = XY with
X =

 1 xij. . .
0 1

 , Y =


y′
1
0
. . .
y′n−1
0 1

 , (4.7)
where xij ∈ F∞, and y′i = yi · · · yn−1 for yi ∈ TF =
∏
σ R>0. Note that the existence
and the uniqueness of the Iwasawa normal form is guaranteed by the Iwasawa decom-
position of GLn(R) and GLn(C). With the above notation, for 2 ≤ j ≤ n, we set
xj :=
t(x1j , . . . , xj−1,j) ∈ F j−1∞ , which is essentially the j-th column of X. Furthermore,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, we put
X(j) :=


1 x12 · · · x1,n−j
. . .
. . .
...
. . . xn−j−1,n−j
0 1

 , Y (j) :=


y1 · · · yn−j 0
y2 · · · yn−j
. . .
0 yn−j

 ,
(4.8)
and set g(j) := X(j)Y (j) ∈ GLn−j(F∞). We fix these notations throughout the paper.
Some arithmetic functions and Bessel function We prepare some arithmetic
functions and Bessel function.
Let m ⊂ OF be a non-zero integral ideal. We define
– (Euler’s totient function) ϕ(m) := #(OF /m)×,
– (Divisor sum) σs(m, χ) :=
∑
n|m χ(n)Nn
s, (χ ∈ Hom(ClF ,C×), s ∈ C).
Furthermore, let b ⊂ F be a fractional OF -ideal such that b ⊂ d−1F . Then, since OF is
a Dedekind domain, OF /m is a principal ideal ring, and thus bm−1/b is isomorphic to
OF /m as an OF /m-module. We denote by (bm−1/b)× the set of generators of bm−1/b
as an OF /m-module. We define the special case of the Gauss sum as
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– (Ramanujan sum) τ(m, b) :=
∑
x∈(bm−1/b)×
e2πiTrF/Q(x),
where the sum is taken over a system of representatives of (bm−1/b)×. This is well-
defined since b ⊂ d−1F .
Lemma 4.1.2. Let m ⊂ OF be a non-zero integral ideal, and let b ⊂ F be a fractional
OF -ideal such that b ⊂ d−1F , then we have
∑
a|m
ϕ(a) = Nm,
∑
a|m
τ(a, b) =
{
Nm (m|bdF )
0 (otherwise)
(4.9)
Proof. This follows directly from the identity bm−1/b =
∐
a|m(ba
−1/b)×.
Definition 4.1.3. Let s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Ck, t = (t1, . . . , tl) ∈ Cl be tuples of complex
variables such that Re(si),Re(tj) > 2 for all i, j, and let bj ⊂ d−1F 1 ≤ j ≤ l be fractional
OF -ideals. For A ∈ ClF , we define
ZA (s; t; (bj)j) :=
∑
m1,...,mk⊂OF
n1,...,nl⊂OF
m1···mkn1···nl∈A
k∏
i=1
ϕ(mi)
Nmsii
l∏
j=1
τ(nj, bj)
Nn
tj
j
, (4.10)
if k, l ≥ 1. In the case where k = 0 or l = 0, we define
ZA (∅, ∅) :=
{
1 (A = [OF ])
0 (A 6= [OF ])
, ZA (s; ∅) :=
∑
m1,...,mk⊂OF
m1···mk∈A
k∏
i=1
ϕ(mi)
Nmsii
,
ZA (∅; t; (bj)j) :=
∑
n1,...,nl⊂OF
n1···nl∈A
l∏
j=1
τ(nj , bj)
Nn
tj
j
. (4.11)
Furthermore, for a character χ ∈ Hom(ClF ,C×), we define
Z(s; t; (bj)j ;χ) :=
∑
A ∈ClF
χ(A )ZA (s; t; (bj)j). (4.12)
Lemma 4.1.4. Let the notations be as above. Then ZA (s; t; (bj)j) converges absolutely
and compactly for Re(si),Re(tj) > 2. Moreover, for χ ∈ Hom(ClF ,C×), we have
Z(s; t; (bj)j ;χ) =
k∏
i=1
L(si − 1, χ)
L(si, χ)
l∏
j=1
σ1−tj (bjdF , χ)
L(tj , χ)
, (4.13)
where L(s, χ) is the Hecke L-function associated to the character χ.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1.2.
On the other hand, we have
ZA (s; t; (bj)j) =
1
hF
∑
χ∈Hom(ClF ,C×)
χ(A −1)Z(s; t; (bj)j ;χ). (4.14)
Therefore we get the following:
Corollary 4.1.5. For A ∈ ClF , we have
ZA (s; t; (bj)j) =
1
hF
∑
χ∈Hom(ClF ,C×)
χ(A −1)
k∏
i=1
L(si − 1, χ)
L(si, χ)
l∏
j=1
σ1−tj (bjdF , χ)
L(tj , χ)
. (4.15)
In particular ZA (s; t; (bj)j) can be continued meromorphically to whole si, tj ∈ C.
In this section, we use a slightly different gamma factor from those in Section 3. For
a number field k/Q of degree d, define
Γk(s) :=
∏
σ∈Sk
Γ(
nσs
2
). (4.16)
Let Ks(x) (s ∈ C, x ∈ R>0) be the K-Bessel function, that is,
Ks(x) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
e−
1
2
x(u+ 1
u
)us
du
u
. (4.17)
Then, for s ∈ C and x = (xσ)σ ∈ Tk, we define the K-Bessel function Kk(s, x) over k as
Kk(s, x) :=
∏
σ∈Sk
Knσs
2
(xσ). (4.18)
4.2 Statement of the Fourier expansion formula
We have the following formulas for the Fourier coefficients IL,[a],ν(z, s). For 1 ≤ j ≤
n− 1, we set L(j) := a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an−j ⊂ Fn−j .
Theorem 4.2.1. (1) (Constant term, ν = 0) For Re(s) > 1, we have
IL,[a],0(z, s)
ζF (a−1, ns)
= δ[a],[an](Nan)
−ns
∏
σ
|det g(1)σ |nσs (4.19)
+
2r2(F )π
d
2√|dF |Nan
ΓF (ns− 1)
ΓF (ns)
∏
σ
|det g(1)σ |nσ
1−s
n−1
∑
m⊂OF
m 6=0
ϕ(m)
Nmns
EL(1),[am−1]([g
(1)], ns−1n−1 )
ζF (a−1m, ns− 1) ,
where δ is the Kronecker delta, g
(1)
σ is the σ-component of g(1) and we identify
[g(1)] ∈ hn−1F , and EL(1),[am−1]([g(1)], s) is the Eisenstein series on hn−1F .
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(2) (Non-constant terms, ν 6= 0) For Re(s) > 1, we have
∑
ν∈N∨−{0}
IL,[a],ν(z, s)
ζF (a−1, ns)
=
2dπ
dns
2√|dF |(Nan)ns
∑
n⊂OF
n6=0
N(nd−1F )
ns−1
∑
m∈[aa−1n nd
−1
F ]
τ(m, nd−1F )
Nmns
×
∑
ν∈(N∨)
n
−1
e2πi〈ν,xn〉
KF (ns− 1, (2π||νg(1)σ ||)σ)
ΓF (ns)
∏
σ
|det g(1)σ |nσs
||νg(1)σ ||nσ2 (ns−1)
.
(4.20)
We give a proof of this theorem in Section 4.3.
Remark . We can deduce the corresponding results of Epstein [7], Liu-Masri [14] and
Yamamoto [18] from this theorem. We go further to get rid of the Eisenstein series in
the constant term. Note that in order to deduce the result in [7] and [14], we use the
functional equation of the Eisenstein series, and specialize this formula to s = 0 (see also
Theorem 4.2.3 below).
Fourier expansion formula By using Theorem 4.2.1 recursively, we obtain a kind of
Fourier expansion formula for EL,[a](z, s). In order to simplify the presentation, we first
define some additional notation. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, we set
cj(z, s) :=
(
2r2(F )π
d
2√|dF |
)j
ΓF (ns− j)
ΓF (ns)
(Nai)
j−ns
Nan · · ·Nan−j+1
×
n−j−1∏
k=1
|NF/Q(yk)|ks
n−1∏
k=n−j
|NF/Q(yk)|(n−k)(1−s), (4.21)
dj(z, s) :=
2dπ
ds
2
(n−j)√|dF |ΓF (ns− j)cj(z, s), (4.22)
where we define c0(z, s) :=
∏n−1
k=1 |NF/Q(yk)|ks for j = 0. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, set
Λ(j) := a1a
−1
n−j+1d
−1
F ⊕ · · · ⊕ an−ja−1n−j+1d−1F . Note that Λ(1) = N∨.
Definition 4.2.2. (1) For 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, Re(s) > 1, we define
Φj(z, s) := cj(z, s)Z[aa−1n−j ]
(
j−tuple︷ ︸︸ ︷
ns, ns− 1, . . . , ns− j + 1; ∅), (4.23)
where we assume (ns, ns− 1 . . . , ns− j + 1) is the empty tuple ∅ if j = 0.
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(2) For 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, Re(s) > 1, we define
Ψj(z, s) := dj(z, s)
∑
n⊂OF
n6=0
Z[aa−1n−jnd
−1
F ]
(
j−tuple︷ ︸︸ ︷
ns, ns− 1, . . . , ns− j + 1;ns− j; nd−1F )
×N(nd−1F )ns−j−1
∑
ν∈(Λ(j+1))
n
−1
e2πi〈ν,xn−j 〉
KF (ns− j − 1, (2π||νg(j+1)σ ||)σ)∏
σ ||νg(j+1)σ ||
nσ
2
(ns−j−1)
, (4.24)
where we assume (ns, ns− 1 . . . , ns− j + 1) = ∅ if j = 0, as above.
Theorem 4.2.3. The functions Φj(z, s) and Ψj(z, s) can be continued meromorphically
to whole s ∈ C. Furthermore, Φj(z, s) (resp. Ψj(z, s)) is holomorphic outside the poles
of L(ns−j,χ)L(ns,χ) (resp. L(ns, χ)
−1) for χ ∈ Hom(ClF ,C×) and 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
The proof of this Theorem is given in Section 4.4
Theorem 4.2.4 (Fourier expansion formula). For Re(s) > 1, we have
EL,[a](z, s)
ζF (a−1, ns)
=
n−2∑
j=0
(Φj(z, s) + Ψj(z, s)) + Φn−1(z, s). (4.25)
In particular, EL,[a](z, s) can be continued meromorphically to whole s ∈ C
Proof. This follows from (4.6), Theorem 4.2.1, and Theorem 4.2.3.
Example 4.2.5. In the case where F = Q, n = 2, L = Z⊕ Z, and a = Z, we have
Φ0(z, s) = y
s
1, Φ1(z, s) =
√
πy1−s1
Γ(s− 12)
Γ(s)
ζQ(2s− 1)
ζQ(2s)
, (4.26)
Ψ0(z, s) =
2π
√
y1
Γ(s)ζQ(2s)
∑
n∈Z, 6=0
|n|s− 12σ1−2s(n)Ks− 1
2
(2π|n|y1)e2πinx12 , (4.27)
where σs(n) is the usual divisor sum. In this case, Theorem 4.2.4 is nothing but the
classical Fourier expansion of the real analytic Eisenstein series [8, Theorem 3.1.8].
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.2.1
By Proposition 3.2.3 (3), it suffices to compute the Fourier coefficients Ia→֒L,ν(z, s). Put
L := L(1), g = (gσ)σ := g
(1) for simplicity.
We fix a fundamental domain of N\N(R). Set
La,i := {x = (xj)j ∈ La ⊂ Fn | xj = 0 (∀j ≤ i− 1), xi 6= 0}, (i ≤ n), (4.28)
Li := {x = (xj)j ∈ L ⊂ Fn−1 | xj = 0 (∀j ≤ i− 1), xi 6= 0}, (i ≤ n− 1), (4.29)
Ni(R) := {ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn−1) ∈ N(R) | ξj = 0 (j 6= i)} , (i ≤ n− 1), (4.30)
N i(R) := {ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn−1) ∈ N(R) | ξi = 0} , (i ≤ n− 1), (4.31)
Ni := N ∩Ni(R), N i := N ∩N i(R), (i ≤ n− 1). (4.32)
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Here we identify matrices ξ ∈ N(R) with vectors (ξ1, . . . , ξn−1) ∈ Fn−1∞ via the identifi-
cation (4.3). We have La =
∐n
i=1 La,i, N = NiN
i, and if i ≤ n− 1, Ni acts freely on La,i
by the matrix action from the right.
Step 1. (Decomposition of the integral) For x ∈ Fn∞, put f(x) :=
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
||xgσ||nnσs
. Then
we can decompose the integral Ia→֒L,ν(z, s) as
Ia→֒L,ν(z, s) =
1
vol(N\N(R))
n∑
i0=1
∑
x∈O×F \La,i0
∫
N\N(R)
f(xξ)e−2πi〈ν,ξ〉dξ. (4.33)
Set Iν,i0 :=
∑
x∈O×F \La,i0
∫
N\N(R) f(xξ)e
−2πi〈ν,ξ〉dξ. In the case where i0 = n, we easily
see that Iν,n = 0 unless ν = 0 and [a] = [an], in which case we have
Iν,n = vol(N\N(R))
(
Na
Nan
)ns∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs. (4.34)
In the following, we assume i0 ≤ n− 1. Then we calculate as
Iν,i0 =
∑
x∈O×F \La,i0/Ni0
∑
ξ′∈Ni0
∫
N\N(R)
f(xξ′ξ)e−2πi〈ν,ξ
′ξ〉dξ. (4.35)
=
∑
x∈O×F \La,i0/Ni0
∫
N i0\N i0 (R)
(∫
Ni0 (R)
f(xξ)e−2πi〈ν,ξ〉dξi0
)
dξi0 , (4.36)
where ξ′ξ is the multiplication as matrices, and we use e−2πi〈ν,ξ
′ξ〉 = e−2πi〈ν,ξ〉 since
〈ν, ξ′〉 ∈ Z. Furthermore, dξi0 and dξi0 are the Haar measures on Ni0(R) and N i0(R)
normalized in the same way as dξ.
Step 2. (Calculation of the integral)
Now, xξ = (x1, . . . , xn−1, x1ξ1 + · · · + xn−1ξn−1 + xn) for ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn−1). Since
xi0 6= 0, we can replace x1ξ1+ · · ·+xn−1ξn−1+xn with xi0ξi0 by the change of variables.
Then we obtain∫
N i0\N i0 (R)
(∫
Ni0 (R)
f(xξ)e−2πi〈ν,ξ〉dξi0
)
dξi0 (4.37)
= e
2πiTrF/Q(
νi0
xi0
xn)
∫
N i0\N i0 (R)
e
−2πiTrF/Q(ξ1(ν1−
νi0
xi0
x1)+···+ξn−1(νn−1−
νi0
xi0
xn−1))
dξi0
×
∫
Ni0 (R)
f(x1, . . . , xn−1, xi0ξi0)e
−2πiTrF/Q(νi0ξi0 )dξi0 . (4.38)
Here the first integral in (4.38) is 0 unless ν =
νi0
xi0
(x1, . . . , xn−1), in which case equal to
vol(N i0\N i0(R)). Therefore we assume ν = νi0xi0 (x1, . . . , xn−1). On the other hand, the
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second integral in (4.38) can be written as
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
∫
Fσ
e−2πiTrFσ/R(νi0 tσ)
(||x¯gσ||2 + |x¯xn,σ + xi0tσ|2)nnσs/2
dtσ, (4.39)
where x¯ = (x1, . . . , xn−1) is the first n − 1 components of x, and xn,σ ∈ Fn−1σ is the
σ-component of xn, and x¯xn,σ is the scalar product. By an elementary computation, we
have∫
Fσ
e−2πiTrFσ/R(νi0 tσ)
(||x¯gσ||2 + |x¯xn,σ + xi0tσ|2)nnσs/2
dtσ
=


nσπ
nσ
2
Γ(nnσs−nσ2 )
Γ(nnσs2 )
|σ(xi0)|−nσ ||x¯gσ||nσ(1−ns) (νi0 = 0)
2nσπ
nσns
2 e2πiTrFσ/R(νxn,σ)
Knnσs−nσ
2
(2π||νgσ||)
Γ(nnσs
2
)
|σ(
νi0
xi0
)|nσ(ns−1)
|σ(xi0 )|
nσ ||νgσ||
nσ
2
(1−ns) (νi0 6= 0)
(4.40)
Step 3. (Calculation of the summation)
We take a closer look at La,i0/Ni0 . For x
′ = (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Fn−1 − {0}, define
bx′ := {α ∈ F | αxi ∈ ai, 1 ≤ ∀i ≤ n− 1}, (4.41)
Sx′ := {α ∈ F | (x1, . . . , xn−1, α) ∈ La}, (4.42)
so that we have Fx′ ∩ L = bx′x′ and La,i0 =
∐
x′∈Li0
{x′} × Sx′ . Note that bx′ is a
fractional OF -ideal since x′ 6= 0, and we have, for any integral ideal m ⊂ OF ,
{x′ ∈ L− {0} | ab−1x′ = m} = Lam−1 , (4.43)
Lemma 4.3.1. We have Sx′ = ∅ unless a ⊂ bx′, in which case we have
(i) Sx′ = {α ∈ ana−1 | vp(α) = vp(ana−1) ∀p: prime ideal p|ab−1x′ }, where vp is the
usual additive p-adic valuation. In particular, anb
−1
x′ acts on Sx′ by addition.
(ii) Sx′/anb
−1
x′ = (ana
−1/anb
−1
x′ )
×: the set of generators of ana
−1/anb
−1
x′ as an OF /ab−1x′ -
module.
(iii) La,i0/Ni0 =
∐
x′∈Li0
{x′} × (Sx′/xi0ana−1i0 ), where x′ = (x1, . . . , xn−1).
Proof. The first assertion and (i) follows from the fact
α ∈ Sx′ ⇔ bx′ ∩ 1
α
an = a⇔ OF ∩ 1
α
anb
−1
x′ = ab
−1
x′ , ∀α ∈ F×. (4.44)
(ii) follows directly from (i), and (iii) is obvious.
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Note that νi0 = 0 if and only if ν = 0 by the assumption ν =
νi0
xi0
(x1, . . . , xn−1).
Therefore, in the case ν = 0, we obtain
I0,i0 =
∑
x′∈O×F \Li0
∑
α∈Sx′/xi0ana
−1
i0
vol(N i0\N i0(R))
|NF/Q(xi0)|
2r2(F )π
d
2
ΓF (ns− 1)
ΓF (ns)
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
||x′gσ||nσ(ns−1)
=
vol(N\N(R))√|dF | 2r2(F )π
d
2
ΓF (ns− 1)
ΓF (ns)
(
Na
Nan
) ∑
x′∈O×F \Li0
ab−1
x′
⊂OF
ϕ(ab−1x′ )
N(ab−1x′ )
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
||x′gσ||nσ(ns−1)
,
(4.45)
where we use
#(Sx′/xi0ana
−1
i0
)
|NF/Q(xi0)|vol(Ni0\Ni0(R))
=
ϕ(ab−1x′ )
N(anb
−1
x′ )
√|dF | . (4.46)
By taking the summation over 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n − 1, and using (4.43) and Proposition 3.2.3
(3), we obtain Theorem 4.2.1 (1).
Similarly, in the cases where ν 6= 0, we obtain
Iν,i0 =vol(N\N(R))2dπ
dns
2 e2πi〈ν,xn〉
KF (ns− 1, (2π||νgσ||)σ)
ΓF (ns)
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
||νgσ||
nσ
2
(ns−1)
×
∑
x′∈O×F \Li0
ν=
νi0
xi0
x′
|NF/Q( νi0xi0 )|
ns−1
|NF/Q(xi0)|vol(Ni0\Ni0(R))
∑
α∈Sx′/xi0ana
−1
i0
e
2πiTrF/Q(
νi0
xi0
α)
. (4.47)
Now, suppose ν ∈ (N∨)n−1 for an integral ideal n ⊂ OF (and νi0 6= 0). Then we claim
that the last summation in (4.47) is 0 unless ab−1x′ ⊂ OF , in which case we have∑
α∈Sx′/xi0ana
−1
i0
e
2πiTrF/Q(
νi0
xi0
α)
= #(anb
−1
x′ /xi0ana
−1
i0
)τ(ab−1x′ , nd
−1
F ). (4.48)
Indeed, by (4.43), we have (N∨)n−1 = {ν ∈ N∨ | anb−1ν dF = n}, and therefore, for
x′ ∈ Li0 such that ν = νi0xi0 x
′, we have
νi0
xi0
anb
−1
x′ = anb
−1
ν = nd
−1
F ⊂ d−1F . (4.49)
Now, the claim follows easily from Lemma 4.3.1. Thus, for ν ∈ (N∨)n−1 , we obtain
Iν,i0 = 0 unless νi0 6= 0 and νj = 0 for all j < i0, in which case we have
Iν,i0 =
vol(N\N(R))√|dF | 2dπ
dns
2 e2πi〈ν,xn〉
KF (ns− 1, (2π||νgσ||)σ)
ΓF (ns)
∏
σ
|det gσ|nσs
||νgσ||
nσ
2
(ns−1)
×
(
Na
Nan
)ns
N(nd−1F )
ns−1
∑
m∈[aa−1n nd
−1
F ]
m⊂OF
τ(m, nd−1F )
Nmns
. (4.50)
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Here we use the identity
{
x′ ∈ O×F \Li0
∣∣∣∣ν = νi0xi0 x′, ab−1x′ = m
} i0-th proj.
∼−→
{
xi0 ∈ O×F \(ai0 − {0})
∣∣∣∣xi0νi0 ab−1ν = m
}
=
{
xi0 ∈ O×F \F×
∣∣∣∣xi0νi0 ab−1ν = m
}
, (4.51)
for any integral ideal m ∈ [aa−1n nd−1F ]. By taking the summation over 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n− 1 and
ν ∈ N∨ − {0}, we obtain Theorem 4.2.1 (2). This completes the proof.
4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2.3
The assertion for Φj(z, s) follows directly from Corollary 4.1.5. To prove the assertion
for Ψj(z, s), again by Corollary 4.1.5, we rewrite Ψj(z, s) as
Ψj(z, s) = dj(z, s)(Nd
−1
F )
ns−j−1 1
hF
∑
χ∈Hom(ClF ,C×)
χ(a−1an−jdF )
L(ns, χ)
∑
A ∈ClF
χ(A −1)
×
∑
n∈A
n⊂OF
∑
ν∈(Λ(j+1))
n
−1
(Nn)ns−j−1σ1+j−ns(n, χ)
KF (ns− j − 1, (2π||νg(j+1)σ ||)σ)∏
σ ||νg(j+1)σ ||
nσ
2
(ns−j−1)
e2πi〈ν,xn−j〉.
(4.52)
Therefore, it suffices to prove that the second row of (4.52) converges absolutely and
compactly for s ∈ C. We use the following asymptotic formulas.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let R be any real number such that R > 1.
(1) For any integral ideal n, any χ ∈ Hom(ClF ,C×), and any s ∈ C such that |Re(s)| ≤
R, we have
|σs(n, χ)| ≤ (Nn)2R. (4.53)
(2) There exists C > 0 such that for any x ∈ R>0 and any s ∈ C such that |Re(s)| ≤ R,
we have ∣∣Ks(x)x−s∣∣ ≤ Ce− 12xx−10R. (4.54)
(3) There exists C > 0 such that for any x = (xσ)σ ∈ TF , we have∑
u∈UF
∏
σ∈SF
e−xσuσ ≤ CNF/Q(x)−
1
4 . (4.55)
See Section 2.1 for the definition of UF ⊂ TF .
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Proof. (1) is elementary and we omit the proof. To prove (2) we use the following
well-known asymptotic behavior of the K-Bessel function:
lim
x→∞
√
xKs(x)e
x =
√
π
2
, lim
x→0
Ks(x)x
s = 2s−1Γ(s), (s ∈ C,Re(s) > 0) (4.56)
Now, since |Ks(x)x−s| ≤ KRe(s)(x)x−Re(s), we may assume −R ≤ s ≤ R. Then, by the
integral expression (4.17) of Ks(x), we have
Ks(x) ≤ 1
2
∫ 1
0
e−
1
2
x(u+ 1
u
)u−R
du
u
+
1
2
∫ ∞
1
e−
1
2
x(u+ 1
u
)uR
du
u
(4.57)
≤ K−R(x) +KR(x) = 2KR(x). (4.58)
Therefore, we have
Ks(x)x
−sex/2x10R ≤ 2KR(x)x10R−sex/2. (4.59)
By the asymptotic formulas, the right hand side can be bounded uniformly in s for
−R ≤ s ≤ R. This proves (2). To prove (3), first observe that∑
σ
xσuσ ≥
∑
σ
xσuσ≥1
log(xσuσ) ≥ 1
4
∑
σ
xσuσ≥1
2nσ log(xσuσ) (4.60)
=
1
4
(log(NF/Q(x)) +
∑
σ
nσ| log(xσuσ)|), (4.61)
where we use NF/Q(u) = 1. Thus we have∑
u∈UF
∏
σ
e−xσuσ ≤ NF/Q(x)−
1
4
∑
u∈UF
∏
σ
e−
1
4
(nσ | log(uσ)+log(xσ)|). (4.62)
Then, we easily see that there exists C > 0 which is independent of x such that∑
u∈UF
∏
σ
e−
1
4
(nσ | log(uσ)+log(xσ)|) ≤ C, (4.63)
using the fact that UF is a lattice in TF/Q. This proves (3).
Let R > n ≥ 1. Then, by Lemma 4.4.1, there exist C1, C2 > 0 such that for
|Re(ns− j − 1)| ≤ R, the second row of (4.52) can be bounded as
∑
n∈A
∑
ν∈(Λ(j+1))
n
−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣(Nn)ns−j−1σ1+j−ns(n, χ)
∏
σ
Knσ
2
(ns−j−1)(2π||νg(j+1)σ ||)
||νg(j+1)σ ||nσ2 (ns−j−1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.64)
≤C1
∑
n∈A
∑
ν∈(Λ(j+1))
n
−1
(Nn)3R
∏
σ
||νg(j+1)σ ||−5nσRe−π||νg
(j+1)
σ || (4.65)
≤C1
∑
n∈A
∑
u∈O×F
∑
ν∈O×F \(Λ
(j+1))
n
−1
(Nn)3R
∏
σ
||uνg(j+1)σ ||−5nσRe−π||uνg
(j+1)
σ || (4.66)
≤C2
∑
n∈A
∑
ν∈O×F \(Λ
(j+1))
n
−1
(Nn)3R
∏
σ
||νg(j+1)σ ||−5nσR−
1
4
nσ . (4.67)
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Let us fix n ∈ A . Then, (4.67) can be rewritten as
C3
∑
x∈O×F \n
−1
|NF/Q(x)|3R−5R−
1
4
∑
ν∈O×F \(Λ
(j+1))
n
−1
∏
σ
||νg(j+1)σ ||−nσ(5R+
1
4
) (4.68)
=C3(Nn)
2R+ 1
4 ζF (n
−1, 2R +
1
4
)
∑
ν∈O×F \(Λ
(j+1))
n
−1
∏
σ
||νg(j+1)σ ||−nσ(5R+
1
4
), (4.69)
where C3 := C2(Nn)
3R. By Proposition 3.2.3 (1) applied to the parabolic data n−1 →֒
Λ(j+1), the last infinite series converges. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.3.
5 Residue formula and Kronecker’s limit formula
In this section, we compute the residue and the constant term of our Eisenstein series
EL,[a](z, s) and the “relative” partial zeta function ζE/F,[a](A
−1, s) at s = 1.
We keep the notations in Section 4. That is, F is a number field of degree d, L ⊂ Fn
(n ≥ 2) is an OF -lattice of the form L = a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an, and EL,[a](z, s) is the Eisenstein
series associated to a parabolic data a →֒ L, etc. In the following, for any meromorphic
function f on C, and a ∈ C, we denote by f (−1)(a) (resp. f (0)(a)) the residue (resp.
constant term) of f(s) at s = a.
5.1 Residue formula for EL,[a](z, s)
Recall that by the Fourier expansion formula (Theorem 4.2.4), we have
EL,[a](z, s)
ζF (a−1, ns)
=
n−2∑
j=0
(Φj(z, s) + Ψj(z, s)) + Φn−1(z, s). (5.1)
Then, by Theorem 4.2.3,
∑n−2
j=0 (Φj(z, s) + Ψj(z, s)) is holomorphic at s = 1. On the
other hand, by Corollary 4.1.5, we have
Φn−1(z, s) = cn−1(z, s)
1
hF
∑
χ∈Hom(ClF ,C×)
χ([a1a
−1])
L(ns− n+ 1, χ)
L(ns, χ)
. (5.2)
Therefore we get the following.
Theorem 5.1.1 (Residue formula for EL,[a](z, s)). The Eisenstein series EL,[a](z, s) has
a simple pole at s = 1, and we have
E
(−1)
L,[a] (z, 1) = cn−1(z, 1)
κF
nhF
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
= (Na1 · · ·Nan)−1
(
2r2(F )π
d
2√|dF |
)n
2r1(F )
ΓF (n)
RF
nwF
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
, (5.3)
where ζF (s) is the Dedekind zeta function of F , and κF = ζ
(−1)
F (1) is its residue at s = 1.
Remark . Note that cn−1(z, 1) and hence E
(−1)
L,[a] (z, 1) are independent of z. We put
cn−1 := cn−1(z, 1) for simple.
Proof. This follows from the fact that L(s, χ) is holomorphic at s = 1 unless χ is trivial,
in which case L(s, χ) = ζF (s) has a simple pole.
5.2 Kronecker’s limit formula for EL,[a](z, s)
First recall the classical case where F = Q, n = 2, L = Z⊕ Z, and a = Z (cf. Example
4.2.5). In this case, we have
Φ
(0)
0 (z, 1) + Ψ
(0)
0 (z, 1) = Φ0(z, 1) + Ψ0(z, 1) = −
6
π
log |η(z)|2, (5.4)
Φ
(0)
1 (z, 1) =
6
π
(
γ +
1
2
(
ψ
(
1
2
)
− ψ(1) − log y1 − 2
ζ
(1)
Q (2)
ζQ(2)
))
(5.5)
=
6
π
(γ − log 2− log√y1)− 6
π
ζ
(1)
Q (2)
ζQ(2)
, (5.6)
where η(z) is the Dedekind eta function, γ = ζ
(0)
Q (1) is Euler’s constant, and ψ(s) :=
Γ′(s)
Γ(s)
is the digamma function, that is, the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function.
Definition 5.2.1. (1) We define
HL,[a](z) := ζF (a
−1, n)
n−2∑
j=0
(Φj(z, 1) + Ψj(z, 1)), for z ∈ hnF . (5.7)
(2) Let k/Q be a number field. For a character χ ∈ Hom(Clk,C×), let L(s, χ) be the
Hecke L-function associated to the character χ. Then we set
γk(χ) := L
(0)(1, χ). (5.8)
Moreover, let Γk(s) be the gamma function over k (4.16). We define the digamma
function ψk(s) over k as
ψk(s) :=
d
ds
log Γk(s) =
Γ′k(s)
Γk(s)
=
∑
σ∈Sk
nσ
2
ψ
(nσs
2
)
. (5.9)
Theorem 5.2.2 (Kronecker’s limit formula for EL,[a](z, s)). We have
E
(0)
L,[a](z, 1) = HL,[a](z) + cn−1
1
hF
∑
χ∈Hom(ClF ,C×)
χ([a1a
−1])
ζF (a
−1, n)
L(n, χ)
γF (χ)
+ cn−1
κF
hF
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
(
ψF (1)− ψF (n)− log(Na1)−
n−1∑
k=1
n− k
n
log(NF/Q(yk))
)
+ cn−1
κF
hF
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
(
ζ
(1)
F (a
−1, n)
ζF (a−1, n)
− ζ
(1)
F (n)
ζF (n)
)
. (5.10)
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Proof. This follows from the Fourier expansion formula (5.1) (Theorem 4.2.4), (5.2), and
Theorem 5.1.1.
Corollary 5.2.3 (Automorphy of the function HL,[a]). The function
H∗L,[a](z) := HL,[a](z)− cn−1
κF
hF
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
n−1∑
k=1
n− k
n
log(NF/Q(yk)) (5.11)
is an automorphic function on hnF , that is, we have H
∗
L,[a](γz) = H
∗
L,[a](z) for all γ ∈ ΓL.
Proof. Since EL,[a](z, s) is an automorphic function (Proposition 3.2.3), E
(0)
L,[a](z, 1) is
also an automorphic function on hnF . Then, by Theorem 5.2.2, we obtain H
∗
L,[a](γz) −
H∗L,[a](z) = E
(0)
L,[a](γz, 1) −E
(0)
L,[a](z, 1) = 0 for all γ ∈ ΓL.
Remark . By the identity (5.4), we see that the functionHL,[a](z) gives a generalization of
the function − 6π log |η(z)|2. In fact, in the case where n = 2, the sum
∑
A ∈ClF
HL,A (z)
coincides with the function hF (z, a, b) considered by Yamamoto [18, Theorem 2.5.1] up
to some constant factors, and Corollary 5.2.3 gives a generalization of [18, Corollary
2.5.2].
5.3 Application to ζE/F,[a](A
−1, s)
Let the notations be as in Section 2.1 and Section 3.3. That is, E/F is an extension of
number fields of degree n ≥ 2, and A ⊂ E is a fractional OE-ideal. In this section, we
take a basis w := t(w1, . . . , wn) of E over F so that the lattice L ⊂ Fn corresponding to
A via the isomorphism w : Fn
∼→ E is of the form L = a1⊕· · ·⊕an for some anti-integral
OF -ideals ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Note that this is always possible by Proposition 2.2.5. Then,
̟ : TE/F → hnF is the Heegner object associated to w. Let a be an anti-integral OF -ideal,
and let EL,[a](z, s) be the Eisenstein series associated to the parabolic data a →֒ L.
Combining Theorem 3.3.3, Theorem 4.2.4, Theorem 5.1.1, and Theorem 5.2.2, we
obtain the following properties of ζE/F,[a](A
−1, s).
Theorem 5.3.1. (1) The relative partial zeta function ζE/F,[a](A
−1, s) can be continued
meromorphically to whole s ∈ C, and has a simple pole at s = 1.
(2) (Residue formula) We have
ζ
(−1)
E/F,[a](A
−1, 1) =
2r1(E)(2π)r2(E)RE
wE
√|dE |
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
(5.12)
=
κE
hE
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
, (5.13)
where κE := ζ
(−1)
E (1) is the residue of the Dedekind zeta function ζE(s) of E.
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(3) (Kronecker’s limit formula) We have
ζ
(0)
E/F,[a](A
−1, 1) = nc−1n−1
hF
hE
κE
κF
(
1
RE/F
∫
TE/F /UE/F
H∗L,[a](̟(t)) d
×tE/F
+
1
hF
∑
χ
χ([a1a
−1])
ζF (a
−1, n)
L(n, χ)
γF (χ)
)
+
κE
hE
ζF (a
−1, n)
ζF (n)
(
(nrF − rE) log 2 + log |dE |
1
2
|dF |n2
+ log
Nan1
Na1 · · ·Nan
− nζ
(1)
F (a
−1, n)
ζF (a−1, n)
+ n
ζ
(1)
F (n)
ζF (n)
)
. (5.14)
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 4.2.4. To prove (2) and (3), we use
the following identity:
|∆w| 12 (= |NF/Q(detW )|) =
2nr2(F )−r2(E)|dE | 12NA
|dF |n2Na1 · · ·Nan
. (5.15)
Indeed, by the definition of W and the normalization of the Haar measures dxE , dxF
(Section 3.1), we see
|dE | 12NA = vol(E∞/A) = 2r2(E)−nr2(F )|∆w| 12 vol(Fn∞/a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ an)
= 2r2(E)−nr2(F )|∆w|
1
2 |dF |
n
2Na1 · · ·Nan (5.16)
Then, (2) and (3) follows from Theorem 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.2.2 combined with Theorem
3.3.3.
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